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Abstract. Current engines are readily available for CNG bi-fuel conversions because it requires 

only minor engine modifications. However, CNG flame speed is lower than gasoline, therefore 

reducing the power and range of the vehicle when operating on CNG. This situation can be 

improved by increasing the flame speed via higher turbulence generated by swirl motion. A 

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model was used to analyse the swirl generated by dissimilar 

valve lift (DVL) profiles on the intake valve. A 3D engine simulation shows differences in swirl 

motion and turbulence between the original symmetric valve lift profile and the DVL. The swirl 

before combustion was found to increase almost 25%. The higher swirl number can increase the 

turbulence kinetic energy (TKE) level which improves better fuel mixing. The 1 mm DVL proved 

to be the better choice from CFD analysis and later was tested on a K3-VE engine. Pressure analysis 

shows peak pressure increased by 5.6% and burn rate shows CNG had a slower burning speed on 

the small engine. 

Introduction 

Comparing CNG to LPG, the relative abundance and low price of CNG compared to LPG has 

resulted in the increased current usage of CNG as a vehicular fuel and will continue to do so in the 

near future, as predicted by [1]. CNG fuel has proven deposits that can last more than 66 years [2].  

A vehicle conversion to CNG was automatically EURO-1 compliant and has further possibilities 

to reach Californias program for low emission vehicles (LEV), ultra low emission vehicles (ULEV), 

and zero emission vehicles (ZEV). The use of CNG has shown reductions in emissions of carbon 

monoxide, CO (by 90–97%) , carbon dioxide, CO2 (by 25%), nitrous oxide NOx (by 35-60%) and  

non-methane hydrocarbon, NMHC (by 50-75%) [3]. 

Current practice of CNG fuel delivery is via port injection, allowing bi-fuel systems to plug and 

play on most readily available petrol engines. Although studies suggest that direct injection may be 

the future fuel delivery method of choice for CNG, port injected bi-fuel systems can be a cost 

effective match for most of the existing engines in use. As CNG usage grows, the understanding 

and control of its combustion in a petrol bi-fuel engine was crucial to get the best efficiency, power 

and range [4]. A computational analysis will be able to conclude the use of CNG together with 

engine testing.  

The CFD simulation was focused on 4000 rpm as the engine speed was tested for the best 

efficiency and BSFC while maintaining power. The simulation was used to test the transient effects 

of the valve lift created by the DVL movement. The DVL was tested using the 1  mm of the valves 

lifts were taken as the percentage of the baseline cam. Each setting was 13% reduction of the base 

circle of the original cam as shown in Fig.1. 
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